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Overview
Background: What is the word gap?

Why is it important?

What can be done about it?

What’s currently working?

Future directions 





Hart & Risley, 1995



The size of a child’s vocabulary at age 3 

and the trajectory of vocabulary 

learning are strong predictors of literacy 

and later school success.  



Early SES Differences in Children’s 

Language

 SES differences in vocabulary and language processing 

are identified as early as 18 months 

 There is often a 6 month difference between low-

and high SES children by 24 months

(Fernald, Marchman, & Weisleder, 2012)



The 30-Million Word Gap in Adult 

Talk to Children by Age 4

Hart & Risley, 1995



The Good News!

We know what it takes to bridge this gap. 

We have years of descriptive and intervention 

research pointing to the specific types of 

behaviors that can reduce the word gap. 

These are behaviors that parents and family 

members and caregivers can do and embed into 

their everyday routines. 



Bad News

The word hasn’t gotten out how important it is to engage and 

interact and talk with children.



We need to “Move the Needle” on 

the Word Gap.

Broader public awareness of the importance of talking with 

young children

◦ Greater variety of programs helping to spread the word and 

influencing parents’ and caregivers’ behavior

Interventions that help parents and caregivers make a habit of 

tuning in, taking turns, talking and interacting with their 

children.





Community-Wide 

Public Awareness 

Interventions

SPREADING THE WORD ABOUT THE WORD 

GAP 

AND WHAT WE CAN DO TO PREVENT IT



City-wide campaigns, like Too Small to Fail, are raising 

public awareness and giving parents reminders to talk 

more with their children.



Too Small to Fail—turning laundromats 
into places for more conversations!





Talk About Trains (from Too Small to Fail)







Individual 

Interventions Aimed 

at Parents



30 Million Words Initiative—Dana Suskind

Helping Parents Learn 

Specific Language-Promoting 

Strategies 

http://thirtymillionwords.org

/





• A child learns when he or she is engaged in what he 
or she is hearing. 

• A child’s attention is always changing; that’s why it’s 
important to Tune In. You have to pay attention and 
change your words to match.

• Tuning in goes both ways—you Tune In to 

your child, and your child Tunes In to you.

• Getting on your child’s level

• Turning up your tone



• Right now, your child’s brain is growing and making 
connections quickly; that’s why it’s important to Talk 

More with your child, to build as many connections as 
possible.

• Describing is a great way to Talk More with your 
child. You can do this by talking about:

• the here + now

• the past + future

• thoughts + feelings



• When you Tune In and Talk More, your words build 
your child’s brain, but it’s not all about your words. 
Your child needs to respond!

• The more practice your child gets Taking Turns, the 
better talker he or she will become.

• It is never too early to Take Turns. The most 
important thing is that you respond.

• Singing songs together is a great way to take even 
more turns with your child.



Thirty Million Words Home 
Visiting Intervention

• 12-week multimedia behavior change intervention 

• Standardized, computer-based curriculum 
designed for future scalability



Thirty Million Words 1.0:  LENA Results
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Unique Measurement Aspects of the 
Study
Measurement of the Home Language Environment
◦ LENA (Language Pedometer)



Curriculum & Technology

LENA Digital Language Processors 
measure:

 Adult Word Counts
 Conversational Turn Counts
 TV Noise

Providence Talks  Custom LENA Reports:

 Track parent progress  overtime
 Provide positive feedback for goal 

achievement

Core Components of the Coaching 
Model:

 Data Co-Discovery
 Skill Building
 Resource Sharing
 Goal Setting





Theory of Change: Building on the Power of Parents

“At-Risk” Parents, 
living in Providence, 

with a child 0-30 
months of age

Strengths-based coaching, 

LENA technology

 Increased word counts 
& conversational turns

 Increased scores on 
developmental 
assessments

 Links to additional 
resources

Early Age
Developmental

Gains in 
Language

Improved 
Language & 

Literacy 
Outcomes

Program Components informed by the research base 
demonstrating the critical importance of early language 
exposure on the developing child.



LENA Parent Report



Impact of Technology

Empowers

Parents have access 
to data so they 

understand how 
they are doing and 

can set goals

Encourages

Provides Parents 
with positive 

reinforcement as 
they make progress

Puts Parents at 
the Center

Ties the 
intervention 

directly to Parent 
Outputs



Lena Measure All Participants Participants

Beginning Below 

50
th

Percentile

Word Count Increased 1191 words 

per day

Increased 4222 words

per day

Number of 

Conversational Turns

Increased from 59
th

to 

71st percentile relative 

to normative group

Increased from 27
th

to 

42nd percentile relative 

to normative group

Early Results from Providence Talks



Curriculum & Assessment

Courtney  Hawkins
Executive Director, Providence  Talks

chawkins@providenceri.com
(c) 347-702-1790



Population-Based 

Interventions in 

Pediatric Settings



36

well

Pediatrician 
Guidance

Pediatricians 
speak to parents 

about the 
importance of 

reading aloud to 
their children 

every day.

Prescribe a Book

At each regular 
checkup from 6 
mos. through 5 
yrs., the child 

receives a new, 
culturally- and 

developmentally-
appropriate book.

Model Effective 
Reading Practices

Dialogic reading: 
Parent helps the child 
become the teller of 

the story. Parent 
becomes the listener, 

the questioner, the 
audience for the 

child.



Statewide Campaign in Georgia:  “Talk with Me, Baby”













Overall Goal of the BWG Research 
Network

Develop an infrastructure to build a national agenda that will result in more 
effective ways to address the word gap through interventions mounted at three 
levels:  

◦ Population

◦ Community

◦ Individual



BWG Network: Distilling most promising 
practices through research syntheses

• 6 Bridging the Word Gap Workgroups conducting 
research syntheses to: 

• Synthesize evidence and identify most promising 
interventions

• Identify gaps in the research and point to most needed 
areas for future investigation

• Provide implications for practice

• Point to exemplary areas of innovation



BWG Network: Creating a practice-based 
collaborative

Create practice-based research collaborative
◦ Promoting research-program partnerships to carry out small-scale 

studies focused on reducing the word gap

◦ Learning from what works best in practice



Practice-Based Research 
Collaborative



Mobile Apps to Reduce the Word Gap





Talk Around Town Tip Carousel

When a parent enters a 

waypoint, three choices of 

tip-types appear. This 

allows the parent to choose 

which type of information 

he or she wants to see.



Summing Up

We have known about the adverse effects of the Word Gap 

for more than 25 years.

We know what caregiver behaviors can reduce the gap.

These behaviors can be embedded during all types of daily 

activities.

The key is to do these simple behaviors frequently, and 

begin even before the child has started to say words. 

We have not yet been successful in translating this 

information in ways that affect the broader population.



We need to help parents understand that 

they have the power to make a difference 

in their child’s future….

And give them the skills for doing this.  

WE can all 

spread the word!



What Speech and Language Pathologists Can 
Do

 Build awareness:  Help make parents 

aware of how important their child’s 

language is and the important role they 

play in its development.

Share language-promoting strategies:  

Give parents simple hints on how they 

can foster children’s language:  Tune in, 

Talk More, Take Turns.

Identify children showing language 

delays as early as possible so they can get 

needed support for language 

development.



Contact the BWG Research Network
Co-PIs

◦ Dr. Judith Carta

◦ carta@ku.edu

◦ Dr. Charles Greenwood

◦ greenwood@ku.edu

◦ Dr. Dale Walker

◦ walkerd@ku.edu

Project Coordinator

◦ Dr. Alana Schnitz

◦ aschnitz@ku.edu

www.bwgresnet.ku.edu

@BWGResNet 

Bridging the Word Gap Research Network 

HRSA Award #: UA6MC27762



Projects Represented

Project Contact

Too Small to Fail http://toosmall.org/

Thirty Million Words http://thirtymillionwords.org/

Providence Talks http://www.providencetalks.or

g/

Talk with Me Baby http://www.talkwithmebaby.or

g/about
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